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There are so many dream hunters in Ibsen and Cao Yu’s play. They usually 
express the dissatisfaction to the reality and the salvation to themselves and 
others by their dreams. While, in Ibsen’s play, the dream hunters always concern 
about the meaning of the life, that is, the moral world; in Cao Yu’s, they take care 
of the reality. Although there were so many western play writers and drama 
thoughts influenced Cao Yu deeply, he insisted on choosing a totally different 
esthetic sentiment from western under Chinese traditional culture and religion.  
This paper mainly discusses the different culture, religion and social 
environment make Ibsen and Cao Yu create the different dream hunters in their 
plays respectively. Besides the different pursuance to the moral world, both Ibsen 
and Cao Yu have the same dramatic temperament. Meanwhile, the dream hunters 
always give expression of inner world or unconscious expression under the 
different typical characters.  
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